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EXECUTlVE SUMMARY

Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant
NRC Inspection Report 50-15598004

This Inspection Induded a review of the licensee's Implemttion of 10 CFR 50.65,
ORoquirements for Monitoring the Effectivene of MaIntenance at Nuclear Power Plants.0 The
report covers a one-week on-site Inspection by Regional and Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation Inspectors.

The shutdown plant maintenance rule program at Big Rock Nuclear Power Plant generally met
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.65, but some defiiences, which were considered violations.
and weaknesses were identified.

The licensee's operating plant maintenance rule program contained several significant
deficiencies that were Identified In a self-assessment After permanent plant shutdown
occurred, key members of the licensee staff did not realize that while many self-assessment
findings were no longer applicable, remaining findings had to be corrected to have a
continuously acceptable program In place during the transition to decommissioned status.

Maintenance

* Structures, systems, and components (SSCs) and functions for a decommissioned plant
were correctly scoped into the maintenance rule program. (Section MI.2)

* The reconstituted expert panel was a well-balanced group of qualified, experienced
personnel. The panel effectively used their experience and available Information to
come to their conclusions In risk ranking and the establishment of performance criteria
for the defueled maintenance rule program. (Section M1.3)

No conclusions could be drawn regarding periodic evaluatons because the licensee's
procedures were being revised to more appropriately address a decommissioned plant.
No periodic assessment had been required or done at the time of the inspection.
(Section MI.4)

* Because of the plant's shutdown status, the license's method for balancing reliability
and availability was no longer applicable and was being superseded. A method more
appropriate to a permanently shutdown plant was being developed. (Section Mt.5)

Processes for assessing plant risk resulting from equipment being out-of-service for
shutdown risk management were adequate. (Section MI.6)

The Initial performancrteria being usd for the plant were Inappropriate; however.
based on t Inspectors' conces the licensee deveoped acptable performance
critoria for all (aX2) system functions. Management's Classification of the diesel fire
pump as (I) was conservative; the goal and monftoing for this SSC were
appropriate. (Section Mi.7)
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* The initial structure monitoring baseline nspection was well-done; a weakness nvolving
not establishing periodic follow-up Inspections was corrected by the expert panel.
(Section M1.7)

* The Industry operating experience review program was won-organized and property
linked to the maintenance rule program. System engneer were clearly using Industry
experience Information and generally understood the need to incorporate it Into the
maintenance rule program. (Section M1.8)

* The maintenance nule was properly Implemented for the systems the Inspectors
examined and the materiel condition of those systems was acceptable. (Sections M2.1
and M2.2)

Quality Assurance

* The licensee's self-assessment dearly dentified problems wth the maintenance rule
Implementation, provided a set of major Issues, and provided the licensee with an
opportunity to begin an aggressive improvement program. However, as of the start of
the nspection, the licensee had not continued the actions defined In the response to the
self-assessment. (Section M7.1)

Engdneeg

* The system engineers were experienced and knowledgeable about their systems and
responsibilities with respect to the maintenance rule. (Section E4.1)
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SumaryPlant Status

Big Rock Point was permanently shut down on August 29. 1997, l fuel was placed In the spent
f pool on Septmber 22 1997, and the plant was being prepared for dismantling.

This inspection included a review of the licensee's Impbementatlon of 10 CFR 50.65,
'Requirements for Moni th Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants,' as it
related to the control, storage, and maintenance of spent fuel In a safe condition. The report
covers a one-week on-site inspection by Regional and Ofte of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
int.

1. Mantnwn

Ml Conduct of Maintenance (2706)

M1.1 Bacgrouna

a. 

The inspectr reviewed documnt and interviewed members of the Big Rock Point
plant staff to lam how the maintenance rule program for the plant In a defueled
condition was developed and how the transition between operating and defueled
programs was managed.

b. Observations and Findings

Effective July 1019N, the Big Rock Point staff Implemented a Maintenance Rute
program Intended to comply with the guidance provlded in Nuclear Management
Research Coundl 93-01, 'lndustry Guideline for Monitoring the Effectveness of
Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants." and Regulatory Guide 1.160, Montoring the
Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nudear Power Plants.' In preparing for a scheduled
Maintenance Rule Baseline Inspection, a self-assessment (discussed In section MI.7)
was done and the report Issued on May 14. 1997. The report Idenfied significant naws
in th program; a condWon report was consequently prepared to document the staffs
corrective actions. A corrective actlon plan addressing the assessment's findings was
developed. On June 11, 17, the permanent shtdown of Big Rock Point was
announced. On August 6, 1997. t plant staff completed a review of. system
condition before ndow, to close out operating systems and outline systems
required for do. On August 2, 1997, the maintenance rule staff
recognized that while a large part of t s finig was no longer applicable,
certain fings were stiN valid and needed to be corred. On August 29. 1997, Big
Rock Point was permanently shut down. On September 3, 197, the condition report
was closed and actvite were started to modify the program for decommissioning:
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corrective actions needed to address the remaining valid findgs were not completed.
The most signifcant concern dentified by t assessment was Incorrect performance
criteria for (a)2) systems and functions. Performance citeria are discussed In section
M1.6. Consequently, the maintenance rule program was functioning without adequate
measures In place to demonstrate that preventive maintenance was effective. Other
maintenance rule functions such as maintenance preventable functional failure
evaluations and (a)(2) to (aXi) determinations continued while efforts were focused on
developing a formal list of required systems (called the Q-sr) and developing an
official scope. On March 12, 1998, the revised Q-Ust, was Issued and a new formal
scope approved.

C. Conclusions

The licensee's operating plant maintenance rule program contained several significant
deficiencies that were Identified In a self-assessment After permanent plant shutdown
occurred, the key members of the licensee staff did not realize that while many
self-assessment findings were no longer applicable, remaining findings had to be
corrected to have a continuously acceptable program In place during the transition to
decommissioned status.

M1.2 Scoe of Structures. Systems. and Comonents (SSCs) Induded Within the Rule

a. Inspection Scope

The Inspectors reviewed the following scoping-related documentation to decide if the
appropriate SSCs and functions were included within the maintenance rule program in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.65(b):

* System Functions (Operating)
* System Functions (Defueled)
* Updated Final Hazards Summary Report
* Big Rock Point Decommissioning Plan

The nspectors walked down the plant to learn what systems and functions were still in
service to support spent fuel storage. The Inspectors reviewed all of the systems and
functions that could have been Included within the scope of the rule, but were not. The
inspectors used this to evaluate scoping decisions.

b. Observations and Findings

The scope of the Big Rock Point maintenance rule program Included systems and
functions related to the control, storage, and maintenance of spent fuel in a safe
condition, n the spent fuel pool. These systems and functions Involved electrical power,
spent fuel pool Integrity, spent fuel and load handling, heat removal, water level, and
water chemistry. The inspectors revewed to licensee's methodology for determining
whether SSCs and functions were In scope; the determination of which SSCs and
functions were within the maintenance rule was done at a system functional level. The
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expert panel evaluated a list of defuebd systems and functions proposed by the
Maintenance Rule Administrator, and the operating program scope. Based on the
panel's experience and understanding of what was required to property store spent fuel,
a decommissioned plant scope was determined. The nspectors' reviws and plant
walkdown did not reveal any systems or funions Iproperty omRted from the scope of
the maintenance rule program. The inspectors revwd the listings of ikrscope and
non-scoped plant SSCs and functions. No SSC or functions were dentified that were
Improperly evaluated as not being within maintenance rule scope.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that SSCs and functions for a decommissioned plant were
correctly scoped Into the maintenance rule program.

M1.3 Safety (Risk) Deternination. Risk Ranking. and Epert Panel

a. Inspection Sopa

Paragraph (a)(1) of the maintenance rule requires that goals be commensurate with
safety. Additionally. implementation of the maintenance rule using the guidance
contained in NUMARC 93-01. required that safety be taken into account when setting
performance criteria and monitoring under paragraph (a)(2) of the maintenance rule.
This safety consideration was to be used to decide If the SSC should be monitored at
the system, train, or plant level. The inspectors reviewed the methods and calculations
that the licensee established for making these risk determinations. NUMARC 93-01
recommended the use of an expert panel to establish safety significance of SSCs by
combining probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) Insights with operations and
maintenance experience, to compensate for the limitations of PRA modeling and
importance measures. The Inspectors reviewed the composition of the expert panel and
the experience and qualifications of its members. The Inspectors reviewed the
licensee's expert panel process and the Information available which documented expert
panel decisions. The inspectors nterviewed several members of the expert panel to
assess their knowledge of the maintenance rule and to understand the functioning of the
panel.

b. Observations and Findings

As part of the decommissioning effort the licensee established a new expert panel in
April 1998 to develop a revised maintenance rule program for a defueled plant. The
original expert panel, which last met In September 196, was used for sc6ping, risk
significance deterrrinations, and the developing the periodic assessment. The licensee
also used the Management Review Board to approve changes In systems from (a)(2) to
(aXI) and the approval of goals and monitoring activities for (aXi) systems. The new
expert panel consisted of experienced ndividuals from operations, engineering, and
maintenance. Although the guidance for the expert panel was minimal, It appeared they
were effective In establishing th scope for the defusled maintenance rule program.
The risk ranking and establishment of performance criteria for SSC functions done by
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the panel during th Inspection were appropriate. Since the plant did not have a PRA
for decommissioning, evaluations of risk ranking were based on plant experience and
engineering judgement, which ncluded review of function Importance, probability of
failure occurrence, and consequences of failure. Supporting documents used In the
evaluations ncluded SL-5203, ZIrcaloy Oxidation Analysis,' the Updated Final Hazards
Summary Report for decommissioning, and t decommissioning plan. Based on the
status of the plant, all functions within scope of the maintenance rule were determined to
have ow safety signIficance. This ranking was acceptable.

c. Condmusbns

The reconstituted expert panel was a well-balanced group of qualified, experienced
personnel. The panel effectively used their experience and available Information to
come to their conclusions In risk ranking and te establishment of performance criteria
for the defueled maintenance rule program.

M.4 (a1(3) Periodic Evaluations

a. Inspection Scope

Paragraph (a)(3) of the Maintenance Rule requires that performance and condition
monitoring act vities and associated goals and preventive maintenance activities be
evaluated taking Into account, where practical, Industry-wide operating experience. This
evaluation Is required to be done at least once every 24 months. The Inspectors
reviewed the plans and procedures the licensee had established to ensure this
evaluation would be completed as required, and discussed evaluation plans with the
licensee's representative responsible for evaluation performance.

b. Observations and Findings

The nspectors noted that paragraph 6.12 of the approved Volume 1, Procedure 1.20,
Revision 1, 'Maintenance Rule,' specified that the periodic assessment of maintenance
effectiveness to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.65(aX3) would be done at a
frequency not to exceed three months after the completion of a refueling outage, but
must be completed within 24 months of the previous assessment. This part of the
procedure met the requirements.

The Maintenance Rule Administrator said the first periodic assessment was scheduled
for May 30. 1998. This was also the date documented as Milestone 9 In the
Maintenance Rule Administrator's letter to the Maintenance Rule Program dated
Aprl 20, 198. The licensee's stated ntent to do a periodic evaluation by May 30, 1998,
met the rule's requirements. The Inspectors observed that the approved procedural
guidance for doing the periodic assessment was minimal (the guidance was not detailed
as to how industry experience would be evaluated, nor how the effectiveness of
corrective actions would be evaluated). However, during the nspection the licensee
was preparing an updated procedure to more accurately reflect the current state of the
plant and how the Big Rock Point program would meet the Maintenance Rule.
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The results of the licensee's periodic evaluation, (Including their metodology for
balancing reliability and availability as discussed In secton M.4) will be reviewed after
the scheduled completion of the periodic evaluation on May 30, 1998. This Is an
Inspection Follow-up Item (IFI) (50-155(98004-01).

c. Concluslons for Periodic Evaluation

No conclusions could be drawn regarding peridic evaluations because the licensee's
procedures were being revised to more appropriately address a decommissioned plant.
No periodic assessment had been required or done at the Ume of the Inspection.

M1.5 (a3) Balancing Reliability and Unavailabilit

a. Inson So

Paragraph (a)(3) of the Maintenance Rule requires that adjustments be made, where
necessary, to assure that the objective of preventing failures through the performance of
preventive maintenance Is appropriately balanced against the objective of minimizing
unavailability due to monitoring or preventive maintenance. The Inspectors reviewed the
plans and procedures the licensee had established to ensure these objectives were
adequately addressed.

b. Qbervations and Findings

The requirements for balancing reliability and unavailability were discussed In paragraph
6.12 of Procedure 1.20. The licensee's procedure stated that 'The overall maintenance
effectiveness assessment uses the results from the periodic reliability and availability
assessments. The Intent of this assessment Is to ensure an adequate balance between
SSC availability and reliability exists.u However, for a shutdown plant, the use of
availability as a parameter has little applicability. Conseuently, the licensee must
define a more relevant method to evaluate the proper balance between runlmlzlng
failures and taking equipment out of service for preventive maintenance. Late In the
Inspection the licensee approved a significantly revised procedure; Volume 1 Procedure
D1.20. BRP Decommissloning Maintenance Rule. Revision 1. Implementation of the
new procedure for balancing reliability and unavalabilty wil require additional NRC
review during a follow-up inspection.

System engineers had avaIlable to tm the outf-service limes to determine
unavailability to monitor against performance criteria and to evaluate the balancing of
reliability and unavailability. However, the procedure did not specifically delineate who
was responsible for the balancing evaluation.
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c. Conclusions for Balancing Reliabty and Unavaliabilty

The Inspectors concluded that because of the plant's shutdown status, the ilcensce's
method of balancing reliability and unavailability was no longer applicable and was being
superseded. Accordingly, this Item is being tracked with the Inspection Follow-up Item
previously discussed In section M1.3.

M1.6 Egulpment Out-of-Service Safety Assessments

a. Inspoction Soo

Paragraph (a)(3) of the maintenance rule specified that when removing plant equipment
from service the overall effect on performance of safety functions be taken into account.
The guidance contained n Nuclear Management Research Council 93-01 required that
an assessment method be developed to ensure that overall plant safety function
capabilities were maintained when removing SSCs from service for preventive
maintenance or monitoring. The inspectors reviewed the procedures and discussed the
process with the operations group.

b. Observations and Findings

Since the plant was permanently shut down and defueled. the licensee was maintaining
a defense-in-depth strategy for key spent fuel pool safety functions on Me plan-of-the-
day. The four key functions were decay heat removal, spent fuel pool makeup, AC
power sources, and radiation monitors. The first three functions had primary and
backup systems dentified. A system could be removed from service based on an
approved contingency plan. Based on the status of the spent fuel and the defense-i-v
depth strategy, the licensee was adequately assessing the risk of taking equipment out-
of-service for maintenance.

c. ondusilons

The processes for assessing plant risk resulting from equipment being out-of-service for
shutdown risk management were determined to be adequate.

M1.7 (a)(1) Goal Setting and Monitoring and (aX2) Preventive MaIntenance

a. In B

The Inspectors reviewed program documents to evaluate the process established to set
goals and monitor under (a)(1) and to verify that PM was effective under (aX2) of the
maintenance rule. The Inspectors reviewed systems that remained In scope of t
decommdssioned maintenance rule program to verify that goals or performance criteria
were established according to safety significance, that ndustry operating experence
was taken Into consideration where practical, that appropriate naitoring and trending
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were being done, and that corrective actions were taken when an SSC failed to meet its
goal or performance criteria or experienced a maintenance preventible functional failure.

The process to evaluate onsite passive structures for Inclusion under the maintenance
rule was reviewed. Structures evaluated by the Inspectors Included buildings,
enclosures, storage tanks, earthen stuctures, and passive components and materials
housed therein. In addition, the nspectors assessed how performance of structures
determined to be within sccpe were monitored for degradation.

b. 1 Observations and Findings for Performance Criteria

At the Ume of this inspection, the performance criteria for the systems that remained in
scope of the maintenance rule were being revised; however, the performance citeria
developed for the operating plant maintenance rule program were stil being used.
These criteria were determined to be Inadequate based on th May 14, 1997.
self-assessment. This conclusion was based on not monitoring unavailability along with
reliability for high safety significance systems, the use of repetitive maintenance
preventable functional failures as a reliability criteria, and the inappropriate use of plant
level criteria. At the time of the Inspection, these criteria had not been properly revised.

Specific concerns with the defueled function performance criteria Included the following:

The following system functions were Inappropriately monitored by plant level
performance criteria, although the plant was permanently shut down:

FFI-01, fuel bundle configuration, constitution, and pressure boundary (cladding);
FHS-01, spent fuel storage rack spacing;
RCW-01, preferred method for heat removal from the spent fuel pool heat
exchangers;
SPS-02, station power system source of power for services and equipment
assuming no loss of offsite power.

The licensee had elected to monitor these functions under (a)(2) of the
maintenance rule because no plant level performance criteria had been
exceeded due to failures of these functions. However, failures of these functions
would not affect the plant level performance criteria since the plant was
permanently shut down. Consequently, the basis for the election to (a)(2)
monitoring was flawed and Is considered an example of a violation of 10 CFR
50.65 (50-155198004-02a(DRS)).

Many system functions were Inappropriately monitored by reliability performance
criteria that were based on repetitive maintenance preventable functional
failures. These functions Included the following:

DMW-01, provide makeup water to spent fuel pool, reactor cooling water reactor
building heating and cooling, and heating bofler,
EPS-03, backup power source for essential equipment and services;
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FHS-04, transfer cask maintains fuel bundle cooling during transfer,
RIA-02. spent fuel pool radiation monitors.

The licensee had elected to classify these systems as (aX2) for monitoring under
the maIntenance rule, based on system conformance to reliability performance
criteria based on repetitive maintenance preventable functional failures. The use
of repetitive maintenance preventable functional failures was not considered an
effective measure to demonstrate system performance. The use of a flawed
perfornance criterion as a basis for (a)(2) classification is considered an
example of a violation of 10 CFR 60.65(aX2) (50-1658004 2b(DRS)).

Because of the Inspectors' concerns with performance criteria, he licensee convened
the expert panel during the Inspection and established new performance criteria for the
scooped functions as either one maintenance preventable functional failure for each
system function or condition monitoring. As such, any maintenance preventable
functional failure for each function under the maintenance rule will be evaluated about
whether the system needed to be placed In (a)(1). The establishment of the new criteria
was appropriate to resolve the inspectors' concerns with monitoring system functions
under the maintenance rule.

b.2 Goals Established for (a1) SSCs

The inspectors examined the goals and corrective action plans for four functions
classified as (a)(1) while the plant was operating. No Inappropriate goals or Inadequate
corrective action plans were Identified. The Inspectors examined the goal and corrective
actions for the diesel fire pump, which remained (a)(1) for the defueled plant. The diesel
fire pump was classified (a)(1) because of three occurrences of bulging of a jacket water
heating system hose. While the hose did not fall and no functional failures occurred,
plant management chose to put the diesel fire pump in category (a)(1) to focus on
corrective actions. A goal of no bulging hoses for one year was selected. This was
considered appropriate.

b. 3 Structures and Structure Monitoring

The structure monitoring program initially consisted of a baseline inspection conducted
In 1996, just before the effective date of the rule. The inspection was comprehensive.
well-organized and documented, and contained all the attributes normally found In a
good structure monitoring program. The plant staff Initially decided that since the plant
was only expected to operate until the year 2000, follow-up Inspections were not
required, even though the report said that some follow-up should be done at a two or
three year Interval. This weakness was Identified In the May 1997, self-assessment.
The plant staff apparently did not recognize that monitoring of the structures to store,
control, and maintain spent fuel was still necessary. Ater this concern was raised, the
licensee's expert panel established periodic monitoring of structures as part of the
program's scoping and performance criteria.
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C. DncusDio

The Initial performance criteria being used for the plant were inappropriate; however,
based on the inspectors' concems the licensee developed acceptable performance
criteria for all (a)(2) system functions. Management' classification of the diesel fre
pump as (aX1) was conservative; the goal and mnitorIng for this SSC were
appropriate. The ial structure monitoring baseline Inspection was well-done; a
weakness invohing not establishing periodic follow-up Inspections was corrected by the
expert panel.

M1.8 Use of IndustOy-vide Operating Eperince

a. Ins cct

Paragraph (a)(1) of the maintenance rule states that goals shall be established
commensurate with safety and, where practical, take Into account industry-wide
operating experience. The Inspectors reviewed the program to Integrate Industry
operating experience into the maintenance rule monitorng program. The Maintenance
Rule Administrator and the system engineers were nterviewed to determine the extent
of knowledge of Industry operating experience Information as applicable to maintenance
rule processes.

b. Observatons and Findings on Use of IndustbyL-ide Operating Exoerlence

The Inspectors reviewed several documents ncluding the Evaluation for Condition
Report C-BRP-96-71 1 and the Root Cause Analysis for C-BRP-96-835 to determine If
reviews for Industry experience were a part of procedural controls and to ensure that
this experience was properly considered.

It was also determined through Interviews and discussion that Industry operating
experience was considered by the expert panel when performance criteria were
developed. Industry operating experience was available to the system engineers
through a database accessed at the Maintenance Rule Workstation. The inspectors
determined through discussions with the Maintenance Rule Administrator that Industry
operating experience was one of several maintenance rule-related types of data
available to the system engineers. Several pertinent files for various systems (e.g. SFP,
EDG) were downloaded and made available to the Inspectors during the demonstration
of the database capabilities. Industry experience, as wen as other pertinent data, was
made available to the system engineers. Also, this Information was available for review
and factoring Into the goals developed by recovery plans.

c. Concuslons for Use of Industry-wie Oneraflng Exrlence

The Inspectors concluded that Industry-wide operating experience was appropriately
available and considered for t development of performance criteria, goals, and
corrective actions to restore performance.
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M2 Maintenance and Mael Conditon of Faclties and Equlpnwnt (61706, 71707)

M2.1 General System Revi

a. InsoeL F

The Inspectors conducted a detailed exanination of all the SSC and functions In the
scope of the program from a maintenance rue perspective to ase the effectiveness
of the program. This Involved examining corrctv action reports and maintenance
preventable furional failure deterninations from 1998 to to start of the Inspection.
Reports and determinatns issued before the permanent shutdown of the plant were
sampled; al reports and deteninations Issued after shutdown were examined.

b. Observatons and Finding on General Systems

Functnal failure and maintenance preventable functional failure determinations were
very conservative. The Inspectors did not dentify any events or problem that were not
correctly evaluated. The ficensee's records showed that more than 200 corrective
action records had been Issued since Dh permanent shutdown and that seven
maintenance preventable functional failures had been dentifed. After the expert panel
Implemented new performance criteria, the maintenance rule administrator reviewed the
affected functions and determined that reclassifying any of these functons to (a)(1) was
not necessary. The Inspectors concurred with this assessment

c. Condusions for General System Review

Each SSC and functon In the scope of th program had been property classified as
category (a)(1) or (aX2). Functional failure and maintenance preventable functional
failure determinatons were very conservative. The process for evaluating events and
problems for occurrence of function failures was effective.

M2.2 M a Conditon

a. insto o

In verifying the Implementation of the maintenance rule, the Inspectors waflkd down the
entire remaining plant with the three system engineers. The intent was to understand
plant condition to evaluate scoping decisions and to evaluate the materiel condition of
the plant with respect to SSC's maintenance rule classfication.

b. Obsorvations and FIndings

The Inspectors noted that plant conditlon was similar to at of an operating plant In a
refeflng outage. Overall conditions were orderly. Equipment permanently out of
service was In good condition and equipment being dismaned was wet-controlled.
SSCs tha were still In seroe to support spent fe storage were generally free of
corroion and leaks, and appeared to be wet maintained.
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C. CnLauslo

The material condition of the systems examined appeared acceptable.

M7 Quality Assurance In Maintenance Activities (4050)

M7.1 Licensee Self-Assessments of the Maintenance

a. Ins ed

The inspectors reviewed Nuclear Performrance Assesmnt Department survellance
report NPAD B-97-004, Specal Surveifnce - Maintenance Rule Implementaton,
May 14, 1997. The Inspectors also reviewed the InUl and revised corrective actions
proposed to address the seof-assessment findings.

b. Observations and Findings on Solf-Assessments

The Inspectors reviewed the self-assement report listed above during the onsIte
week. The licensee's corporate organization conducted the assessment of Big Rock
Point Maintenance Rule Program Implementation during t period of AprIl 14-18. 1997,
to determine If the requirements of 10 CFR 50.65 had been effectively implemented.
The licensee had also engaged the services of a third party technical consultant and a
Maintenance Rule Administrator from another facility to help In th conduct of the
assessment. The assessment seemed thorough and provided the site organization wtth
excellent findings, conclusions, and recommendations regarding the state of the
Maintenance Rule Program. Based on this review, the inspectors conduded that the
licensee was well aware of problems with their mplementation of the maintenance rule.

The licensee Initiated condition report C-BRP-97-0315 on May 14, 1997. In response to
the results of the assessment. The assessment report contained a dozen
recommendations that were translated Into an action plan by the licensee with 43
separate action Items developed to address the reports major Issues. The ficensee
Initially pursued corrective actions o resolve the Identified action plan Items. However,
In June of 1997, a corporate decision was made to permanently shut down the plant.
This eliminated the need to correct many of the Identified action Items. Nevertheles,
approximately 24 Items were Identified in the action plan 8s BRP 1997/1998 Tasks and
Projects: BRP-OPS-04, Evaluate MaIntenance Rule Application." Th Items would
still have applied to a decommissioning status plant. These Items had not been
resolved as of the first day of the nspection. As a result. th licensee was not able to
show a systematic approach for closing out the Items In their se-assessments. Not
tracking specific self-assessment Issues nor completing applicable corrective actions for
these ssues was a significant weakness.

c. t~lsln

The licensee's self-assessment dearly Identified probems with the maintenance rule
Implementation, provided a set of major Issues, and provided te licensee with an
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opportunity to begin an aggressive Improvement program. Howver, as of the start of
the Inspection, the licensee had not continued the actns defined In te response to the
self-assessment.

11. Enginering

E4. Engineering Staff Knowledg, and Performance (62706)

E4.1 Enginefers Knowledge of the Maintenance Rule

a. Insptdon S=o 627(6)

The Inspectors Interviewed the three plant system enginers to asses their
understanding of the maintenance rule, and associated responslbliltles.

b. Observations and Findings

All three system engineers were experienced and knowledgeable about their systems
and had an understanding of the maintenance rule. The system engineers'
responsibilities included being part of the expert panel, revewing functional failure
determinations, the preparation of (aX1) goals and corrective action plans, preparing
system health reports, and preparing the periodic assessment.

c. Colusions

The system engineers were experienced and knowledgeable about their systems and
responsibilities with respect to the maintenance rule.

V. Manageent Metins

X: Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors discussed the progress of the Inspection with licensee representatives on a daily
basis and presented the Inspection results to members of licensee management at the
conclusion of the Inspection on May 8. 1998. The licensee acknowledged the findings
presented. The Inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the
inspection should be considered proprietary; on discussion it was determined that the Zirconium
fire analysis prepared by Sargent and Lundy was not proprietary.
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PARTIAL LST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

D. Barnaby. Pnt System Engineer
M. Bourassa, Ucesn Supervisor
L. Cstigflon, Maintenance Rule AdmistWr
J. Cory, Ot Assesment Supervir
L. Darrah. Operations Supervisor
0. Debnr, Nucla Fuels Manager
E. Evans, Plant System Engir
D. Hice. Plant Manager
L. Potter. Maintenance Supervisor
K. Powrs, General Manager
G. Rowel, Corrective Action Admnitrator
K Thor, Plant System Engineer
G. Wlthrow. Enginering Manager

R. Leemon, Senior Resident Inspector

UST OF INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 62706: Maintenance Rule
IP 40500: EffectIveness of Lensee Controls In Identifying, Resolving, and Preventing

Problems
IP 71707: Plant Operatns

uST OF ITEMS OPENED

50-155/98004-01 IFI Evaluation of (AX3) Periodic Assessment
50-155/9804-02a VIO Improper Use of Plant Level CrItera
50-155198004-02b VIO Inadequate Reliability CrIteria

UST OF ACRONYMS USED

AC Afternating Curren
CFR Code of Fedral Regulations
DRS Dtvson of Reactor Safet
IFI Inspecon Follow-up Item
NRC Nudear Regultory Cmmission
PRA Probabilistic Risk Assesment
BSC St , System, or Cowonent
V1o Viaon
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PARTIAL UST OF DOCUMENT8 REVIEWED

1.20, Maintenance Rule,' RevIsion 1, April 2,1997
1.3, Corrective Action, Revision 18, July 15, 1997
1.9. Surveillance, Testing, and Inspection Programs,' Revision 4, August 19, 1997
3.2.12, 'System Engineering,' Revision 4, February 26, 197
3.2.4, Preventive Maintenance, RevisIon 6, July 23. 19
3.2.4.1, 'Periodic and Predetermined Activity Control,' Revision 3, January 1. 1997
4.3.3, 'Planning and Scheduling,' Revision 10, July 21, 1997

Deommisshino Preures

D1.3, 'Corrective Action,' Revision 0, Draft
D2.2.3, 'Decommissioning Periodic and Predetermined Actvity Control.' RevisIon 0, Draft
D4. 1, Business & Regulatory Services Department organization and Responsibilities,

Revision 0, Draft

Q-LIst Revisions for Decommissioning
In-scope Systems, Corrective Action Reports, 199 to Present
In-scope Systems, Work Orders, 199 to Present
Maintenance Preventable Functional Failures
Repeat Maintenance Preventable Functional Failures
SSC Surveillance Tests In-scope System Functions
in-scope System Trending Activities
In-scope System PPAC Activities
Current Maintenance Rule (a)(1) SSCs

MLeLnersReprts

Updated Final Hazards Summary Report, Revision 7,
Maintenance Rule Program Document
Expert Panel Meeting Minutes
Big Rock Point Decommissioning Plan, Revision 0
IOM LLC 98-09, Defueled Maintenance Rule - Action Plan,' April 20,1998
SL-5203, Consumers Energy Zircaloy Oxidation Analysis, April 24, 1998
SL-5076, Big Rock Point Nuclear Plant Maintenance Rule for Structres, July 9, 1996
Post Shutdown Decommissioning Activities Report, Revision 2, March 26, 1998
Condition Report C-BRP-97-0315, 'Maintenance Rule Program Improvements Needed,'
May 14, 1997
EME 98-02, BIg Rock Point - System Health Reports,' April 24, 198
EME 97-07. "BIg Rock Point - System Health Reports,' December 9, 1997
DGT 97-03, System Health Report Summary - Decommissioning Considerations,' August 1,
1997
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